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Hi again,

It's been a while since I've released a theme, and there is more on the way, but for now this 
DarkGlow Theme available at RichardsDomain.Com, is based on my RedGlow and BlueGlow
Themes, but has noticeable differences other than the colour.

Main Page shot

The welcome message, clock and search are at the top of the Header, the Header Menu
matches the style of the Main and User Menus and it has matching scrollbars for IE and a
crosshair cursor just for fun.

I've tested this on XOOPS 2.0.16 in IE and FF browsers and works fine.

This is my first Theme that comes with optional custom system templates:

- system_block_login.html
- system_block_search.html
- system_redirect.html
- system_siteclosed.html
- system_userform.html

Redirect Page shot

Site Closed shot

User Form shot

Login Block shot

To download the Theme, simply Register on RichardsDomain.Com, it's free and only takes a
minute. Once you've registered and logged in, the Download section will be available to you.
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I've made it so registration is required so I can offer better support and keep track of who's using
and downloading the Themes :)

You can also view this Theme in the 'Theme Selector' on the right hand side of the main page of
my site.

I hope people find this one as enjoyable as my other Themes :) Thank you and feel free to reply
with your opinions of the Theme :)
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